LIFE

Gunslinger by trade, not by look,
Helped settlers resist a sharp crook;
Faced a mob and a hotshot
And outshot the whole lot,
Then slung not his gun but his hook.
W.J. Webster/Shane

Crossword
2564:
Sea monster
by La Jerezana

If… was subversively odd,
Teachers slain in a public school quad
By faux-dissident youth,
Upper-class and uncouth –
(None of that at your Secondary Mod.)
Mike Morrison/If

Five unclued lights are descriptions of another (four words),
from another, by another (two
words). Elsewhere, ignore one
accent.

It begins with a fly in the eye
As the six o’clock train trundles by,
But their plans are derailed
Their coupling curtailed –
With a stiff upper lip, it’s ‘Goodbye’.
Sylvia Fairley/Brief Encounter
The unburied dead there’s no stopping
Despite all of our hacking and chopping.
To escape from them all
We holed up at the mall
But alas, the dead also go shopping.
Adrian Fry/Dawn of the Dead
The author, one Alain Robbe-Grillet,
Said ‘What’s it about? Ça fait chier!
I’ve thought since a lad
About Marienbad,
But what it all means still beats me, eh?’
A.R. Duncan-Jones/Last Year in Marienbad
Grief is taking its toll on Paul’s mind.
He wants sex, the anonymous kind.
Before Jeanne pulls her gun,
He has S&M fun
When he butters her up from behind.
Chris O’Carroll/Last Tango in Paris
It’s Penis-tone Crag, California:
No primrose path ever seemed thornier.
Says Larry to Merle
Think of Yorkshire, Deah Girl.
The love scenes have seldom been cornier.
Bill Greenwell/Wuthering Heights (1939)
After light-years, they came to a planet
As scenic as home, but apes ran it.
They possessed great acumen –
Far more than the human
Thinking: ‘This can’t be Earth. No! Or can it?’
John Nagel/Planet of the Apes
The Mayor is a miserable toad;
The Cop has an honourable code.
The Expert gets beaten,
The Captain gets eaten,
The Shark? Well, it gets to explode.
Paul Freeman/Jaws

NO. 3260: HIDDEN AGENDA
You are invited to reveal the existence of
a government department, hitherto unsuspected, by means of a speech by its minister,
explaining its important policies. Please
email entries of up to 150 words to lucy@
spectator.co.uk by midday on 27 July.
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		Across
10 Player and wrestler oddly
changing places (4)
12 May take home case of
oriental hemp product (10)
14 Regularly fooled veteran
(3)
15 Prince’s press officer
holding drink (8)
17 Mounts horse with
complaints (5)
18 Quite lost, female runs
in synthetic fabric (7)
19 State probes spies in high
places (6)
22 Violent wind dislodging
section of valve (6)
24 Two cobblers turned back
in gateway (5)
27 Suppresses strong
inclinations (9)
29 Astronomer Ryle going
topless behind house (5)
31 Mowed a wild tract of
grassland (6)
34 Timeless secrets swapped
in corner (6)
39 Associate with horsey
female, knocking back
too much liqueur (8)
40 Varsity is fun, if short of
females (3)
41 Impatient bookworms
ultimately irritate librarian,
they fear (3-7)
42 Frolic heartlessly in prison
(4)
43 One after another, charge
nurses quieten invalid (12)
		Down
2 One embarrassing stench
beginning to irk poor
tailor (10)
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3 Mostly lie about with
fat idler (7)
4 Cook possesses extremely
attractive old hob (5)
5 Belgian painter by
Hermitage entrance (9)
6 Setter flees eruption of
fearsome volcanic islands
(6)
7 Man perhaps following
a passageway (5)
9 At first skier wasn’t gainly,
slipping on slope (12)
16 Drunk in Thurso tavern (3)
19 Lug around Senior Service
and Ecstasy – it’s lucrative
(6)
20 Poles race for money (6)
21 Support for key
performer? (5,5)
23 Scoffed excessively at one,
ever rude (9)
25 African territory once
ungovernable, so I heard
(8)
28 Spice Girl sang head off
with alto (7)
30 Network broadcasting
barbecues (not BBC) (6)
32 Strange, dowdy female
shedding clothes (3)
33 Gawp at son, up and about
(5)

37 Artist, initially nervous,
turned sound off (4)
A first prize of £30 for the first
correct solution opened on 1
August. There are two runnersup prizes of £20. Please scan or
photograph entries and email
them (including the crossword
number in the subject field) to
crosswords@spectator.co.uk –
the dictionary prize is not
available. We will accept postal
entries again at some point.
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SOLUTION TO 2561: PORTS
The unclued entry RECYCLING thematically links six
unclued cyclic non-word permutations that appear in the
systematic order GCYCLIN, NGCYCLI, INGCYCL,
LINGCYC, CLINGCY and YCLINGC. The title alluded
cryptically to SPORT/CYCLING.
First prize Richard Andrews, Ashford, Middlesex
Runners-up Sara MacIntosh, Darlington, Co. Durham;
Roderick Rhodes, Goldsborough, N. Yorks
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